Mission Trip – Day 2 – August 7, 2018
Chuck here, another day done. Today we had four kids and an
adult from the other group from Winston NC. We got a late start,
left the center at 8:15, and got to the jobsite around 8:45 and got
the water damaged roof sheeting replaced, got the roof paper
down, drip edge installed (except last 6 ft) waited most of the morning for the delivery. While we
waited we began shingling.
The kids went to town with the
pneumatic nailers . Kerry kept
three nailers loaded and
passed up shingles, while I got
the first three courses on so the
kids were not on the edge. We
ended up with eight courses/
rows complete and the heat index on the roof was estimated
at 130. So we quit again at
3:15. Everyone, but the kids, are exhausted. We plan to get an
early start tomorrow and see if we can beat the heat.
Thanks to Karen Harrington for dinner tonight, the “Ma Harrington’s Enchilada Casserole” was delicious. Then it was off to get
gas and back to Walmart. Now it’s almost 9:00 and it looks like
an early bedtime. More roofing tomorrow.
As I mentioned yesterday at the end of my blog, dean would be
back again today and here I am. The indoor crew continued to demolish damaged structure – trim, molding, doors, paneling, drywall,
and a new chore today, taking out old installation. A hot, itchy task,
which finally made some of us put on painter’s coveralls to help protect us. Carrying all the debris outside to the industrial dumpster
was a hot, dirty job. After two days (plus some throwaway from the
previous week), we filled the dumpster and we had to get it replaced
late in the day with an empty one. With any luck we will finish
“mucky” the inside tomorrow.
Nancy spent the entire day cutting the lawn, probably for the first or
second time this year. Quite a chore with the grounds being over
two acres and all she
had was a push mower.
When Chuck called it
quits we all agreed.
Like Chuck, I wish to
pass on my thanks to
Karen for a delicious dinner, which we did not have to
prepare but just heat up. Excellent enough for most of
us to have seconds. All for now. Past my bedtime.
dean

Taking a well deserved break!
Please keep the team in your prayers as they work in extremely challenging weather
conditions. Maybe even prayers for cooler weather.

